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1. Introduction

1.1 Liposhifting: Treatment of post-liposuction irregularities

One of the most frequent complications after liposuction is the presence of residual fat accompanied by surface irregularities such as ridges, waves and depressions. According to some statistics, about 15 to 20% of liposuction require some type of secondary correction to fill irregularities or should have a second session of liposuction to improve the result. Gerald Pittmann (1) states that a 15% required minor adjustments or lipofillings in office, and 9% required a second liposuction with or without lipofilling.

Until 2001, post-liposuction irregularities were attempted to be corrected by auto-graft of fat cells aspirated from other body areas, with varying results over time (2). Lipofilling as unique technique has not proven to be the correct solution for such irregularities. There is evidence that the transfer of large volumes of fat in an unfavorable area, as it occurs after liposuction does not survive. In our opinion this is not the best option to fill post-liposuction irregularities (3,4). In 2001, after many years of disappointment with fat fillings in post-liposuction irregularities, Dr. Ziya Saylan (5) decided to internally mobilize the surrounding fat tissue to the affected area without any vacuum, suction, contact with air or injection. He named this new technique liposhifting. With internal lipomobilization or liposhifting, the fat tissue is cut into micro grafts that are mobilized under the skin without any suction and without removing the fat from the body during the procedure. Avoiding contact with air lowers the risk of apoptosis promoted by dehydration of fat tissue. After the internal lipomobilization a special type of bandage and fixation is needed for the first 48 hours. The results obtained have been very satisfactory.

1.2 Our approach

Our experience is that the lipofilling of small liposuction irregularities can be useful, but never offers a long-term outcome for large irregularities or undulations. After a few months, a great quantity of the injected fat disappears and sometimes patients complain of new
undulations at the donor site. In liposhifting, as published by Saylan, avoiding suction (which causes tissue damage), by not removing the tissue from the body (no pressure, no contact with air) and no re-injection (applied external force on the fat to be grafted), ensures the production of adipose tissue micro-grafts of excellent quality and vitality.

Based on this work, in 2001 we began to apply the technique originally described by Saylan, with good results but, looking for a more predictable result, in 2002 we therefore designed a set of specific instruments for this useful technique (6,7,8,9). (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1. Liposhifting instruments set.

This set of instruments has three basic elements.

- A spatula dissector with atraumatic flat and round tip to make pre-tunelization of the receptor area with minimal bleeding given that hematoma formation diminishes the possibility of “engraftment of fat.”
- A tubular knife cannula named Micro Graft Fat Cutter, (MGFC) with multiple cutting edge holes of 1.5 mm in diameter, distributed in the first 2 centimeters from the tip and two holes of 3 mm in diameter located proximately to allow the output without damaging the fat tissue micrografts. This instrument looks similar to a liposuction cannula, its main difference is that it has no connection to the vacuum pump, and operates as a “cheese grater” in the fatty tissue, cutting and releasing microscopic portions of adipose tissue in the donor areas, which remain floating in the tumescent solution.
- The third element is a roller that is used over the skin surface in order to mobilize these grafts in the spatula creating tunnels in the recipient area.

1.3 Patient selection

Patients that can be favored with this technique are those with a localized deficit of adipose tissue, with available donor areas around them.

This group includes:

- Sequelae of liposuction.
- Fat atrophy from application of steroids.
- Circular fat atrophy.
- Depressed scars or scars adhered to deep planes.
- Sequels of abscesses or hematomas drainage.
- Traumatic fat atrophy.
- Irregularities after lipofilling.
1.4 Technique
This procedure must meet the following stages:
- Pictures with frontal and tangential light. (Fig. 2)
- Marking the skin with the patient standing.
- Tumescent Anesthesia.
- Creation of receptor tunnels in the depressed zones (receptors).
- Preparation of adipose tissue micrografts with MGFC in the donor area.
- Mobilizing micrografts.
- Tunneling
- Stabilization of mobilized tissue. (Microporing and Reston foam for fixing)

Fig. 2. Taking photographs with a tangential light is an important key to document the patients defect. See patient post-op in Fig. 5.

1.4.1 Marking the skin
The marking of the skin is very important because the tumescent anesthesia hides the fat irregularities. The markings have to be done while the patient is standing, which allows the surgeon to locate appropriate sites for liposhifting. Edges, elevations and undulations should be marked with different colors. Do not forget that when the patient lies on the operating table fatty deposits surrounding depression can change their position. The place where the fat is required should be marked (receiving area) with one color and the surrounding area where the tissue is obtained (donor area) with a different one. Photographic documentation of marking is very important for future comparison (Fig. 3)

Fig. 3. A previous marking and photograph is important for an optimal result.
1.4.2 Anesthesia
We perform this type of procedures under tumescent anesthesia\textsuperscript{(10)} given that the presence of fluid facilitates the internal mobilization of the micrografts, and this also allows us to vary the position of the patient during the procedure for the proper location of the fat to be mobilized.

1.4.3 Tumescent technique
The tumescent solution is used to lubricate the adipose tissue, to provide anesthesia, to stabilize tissues and also to re-expand the collapsed areas by excessive resection of adipose tissue in previous liposuction.
After infiltration of tumescent solution, time is required to diffuse into the tissues, lending the necessary vasoconstriction to reduce the risk of hematoma and allowing the instrument to glide smoothly cutting accurately the micrografts.

1.4.4 Tunneling or tunnel creation in the target tissues
The spatula is inserted through a two mm incision in the skin held from the edges of the marking, at least 3 cm to prevent graft loss during mobilization maneuvers. Multiple tunnels must be made throughout the thickness of subcutaneous tissue (SCT). These tunnels will be used as beds for fat grafting receptors.
It is important to use the spatula’s flat tip perpendicular to the skin surface to diminish trauma of the vascular plexus that runs along the walls of the SCT from the muscles to the skin. (Fig.4)

Fig. 4. Incorrect way of using the spatula cannula when doing the tunnels, will lead to damage the blood vessels.
The correct way of using the spatulated cannula is perpendicularly regarding the skin, thus preserving the vascular plexus.

1.4.5 Preparation micrografts
Tumescent anesthesia stabilizes the fatty tissue of the donor area allowing the fat to acquire consistency enough so it can be cut with the edge of the holes of the cannula. For this purpose, we introduce the MGFC through the same incision, to be mobilized under the skin in a criss-cross technique to produce grafts from the donor areas.
1.4.6 Quality of the micrografts

To assess the quality of micrografts and their ability to survive, Dr. Maurizio Podda (11) in 2003 conducted a study in the Department of Dermatology at the Goethe University of Frankfurt. The study consisted of the separation of fat cells obtained from different types of cannulas and a portion cut with a scalpel with collagenase. They measured total lipids and DNA. Lipolysis was stimulated in these cells with Isoproterenol and Fosfokin, and the production of glycerol was spectrophotometrically measured.

These evaluations established that grafts taken with a scalpel, with Liposhifting cannula and vibrating cannula tip were the ones which showed greater survival rate. The results have shown that micrografts obtained with cannula Liposhifting have the same quality and percentage of survival than those obtained with a scalpel and were better than those obtained with vacuum suction (fig.4).

![Fig. 4. Dr. Maurizio Podda's study showing similar survival rate from the grafts taken with the scalpel and the MGFC.](image)

1.4.7 Mobilization

The mobilization of fat under the skin is effected by rolling maneuvers and massages on the skin directed from the donor to the recipient areas. A 6-9mm thick cannula may be useful for this purpose. The cannula is held in the surgeon’s hands like a rolling pin, and the fatty tissue under the skin will move to the imperfection that is to be filled. The place to fill must be watched very carefully and when the pit is full it reaches the same level of the surrounding skin, overcorrection of 20-30% is is thought to represent the amount of tumescent solution which will be absorbed in a few hours. During these maneuvers the entrance hole should be closed with a suture to prevent loss of micrografts.

1.4.8 Fixation

After fat mobilization into the depressed area, a Micropore® tape fastening and Reston® are placed to keep the fat in its new site. Pressure is applied to the donor parts and no compression is left in the receiving areas. The film and the setting can be removed after 72 hours.

1.5 Results

We have applied this technique in 140 patients over a period of seven years. Some cases with large defects should be treated more than once. This should be explained to the patient before surgery. An interval of 4 to 6 months is recommended between treatments. The final
results are not ready before 3-6 months. The rate of patient satisfaction was nearly 90%. The same results were obtained by other authors (12) (Fig. 5, 6 and 7).

Fig. 5. Pre-operative and post-operative results of liposhifting after 10 months, in a patient with fat and dermal atrophy after intralesional steroid injection.

Fig. 6. Pre-operative and post-operative results in traumatic scaring in knee.

Fig. 7. Before and after liposhifting of a post-liposuction defect.

1.6 Complications
The most common complication was hematoma at the recipient site when we used sharp prongs for tunneling, the incidence decreased markedly with the use of a spatula perpendicularly to the skin.
We had no cases of infection. Hypoesthesia was more often seen than in liposuction, but it disappears after a few months.
Hemosiderin pigmentation (pigmentation of the superficial dermis by the iron in the blood) was seen in two cases that had bruises and remained between 6 and 9 months. In these cases we used a gel with heparinoids that enhances resolution.
1.7 Conclusions
We believe Liposhifting is a very good technique to eliminate extensive and deep subcutaneous tissue irregularities caused by liposuction or due to trauma and previous surgery. As a single procedure it reduces the volume of surrounding tissue and fill the central defect, so that ultimately a smaller volume of tissue is moved and so the success rate rises considerably.
It is useful both in the limbs and in the abdominal region. It is practical and safe. The risk of contamination of the fat transplant, having no contact with air, is impossible. The fixation of the treated region is very important to stabilize the mobilized fat and to raise its survival.

2. Enriched adipose micrografts with autologous plasma (EAM)

2.1 Summary
Liposuction fat transfer used to fill facial and body areas is now one of the most fascinating treatments of plastic, reconstructive, and cosmetic surgery.
Still today it have reports of failures with the traditional technique of harvesting by liposuction, which is why we have refined the technique in each step in order to obtain Micrografts of adipose tissue that are of better quality to ensure a good survival of these once grafted into the recipient area.
Micrografting implantation in combination with Total Plasma (TP) or Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) has allowed in our hands to achieve more predictable and permanent results opening a wide range of therapeutic possibilities, ranging from cosmetic to reconstructive procedures.
Plasma from the patient is an autologous non-toxic, non-allergenic preparation, easily obtained by centrifugation of blood. Once the platelets are activated and mixed with the collected micrografts, you obtain a gel that is a natural support for the transplanted tissue, favoring the formation of extracellular matrix, collagen fibers and angiogenesis in an accelerated way. It promotes neovascularization and decreases the reabsorption of the grafted adipose tissue.
In our opinion, Enriched Adipose Micrografting (EAM) is now the ideal material for the restoration of aesthetic or postraumatic subcutaneous tissue defects of the face and body.

2.2 Introduction
The use of autologous fat as a filler has been around for over 100 years. In 1983 (13,14), fat grafts were made to achieve tissue remodeling and improve asymmetries with good results.
In 1910 Erix Lexer (15) used autologous fat to improve depression made from zygomatic fractures with acceptable results and stable for years, and later, Peer (16) reaffirmed the use and survival of these grafts. The biggest problem remained the need for extirpation of adipose tissue through acceptable skin incisions.
The introduction of liposuction in the 80’s opened new possibilities of obtaining fat and subsequent grafting, without scarring sequelae in the donor area. Our first results were presented at the Brazilian Congress Belho Horizonte in 1986 (17). Since then we continue to improve our technique, looking for the best protocol to cover all aspects of this procedure, despite being easily reproducible, it has a high rate of failure if the basic principles of tissue transplantation are not respected (18).
This chapter summarizes our current technique of EAM, based on the results of the last 5 consecutive years of its application.
2.3 Healing and growth factors

Healing is a process that takes time and compliance with a series of steps that begin with the activation of multiple growth factors. The increased availability of these factors during this process shortens time and improves results, reducing inflammatory reaction and scarring sequelae.

The availability of growth factors (GF) at the tissue level may be increased using autologous platelet concentrate obtained from the patient's own blood. Growth Factors (GF) are polypeptides of amino acids that form a globular protein and belong to the group of cytokines. They are produced in greater quantities by macrophages and platelets \(^{19,20}\).

These cytokines have the ability to join cell membrane receptors that activate or inhibit cellular functions by target cells on which they act.

The most studied growth factors are:

- The epithelial growth factor. It was the first to be discovered. It induces proliferation of epidermal cells in-vitro. It is a peptide of 52 amino acids produced by keratinocytes, platelets, the kidney, the gastrointestinal tract and the brain. It stimulates the synthesis of DNA and RNA from keratinocytes and fibroblasts, and helps in wound repair.

- The Growth Factor of Fibroblasts is a peptide derived from fibroblasts. It increases the division of the keratinocytes, promotes epithelialization of the tissues and provides tensile strength to collagen matrix.

- The Growth Factor, Platelet-derived is the one with the highest participation in wound repair. Its effect is vasoconstriction and stimulation of mitosis and chemotaxis of polymorphonuclear cells, monocytes, keratinocytes, fibroblasts and endothelial cells. The arrival of platelets to the site of injury causes a rapid activity of this factor and therefore an early wound repair.

- The use of growth factors was initiated in the field of maxillofacial surgery and dentistry as a biological material to stimulate bone remodeling, and then its use was expanded to other areas of medical science.

2.3 EAM Indications

2.3.1 Facial corrections

- Poorly defined jaw line.
- Naso-labial fold, looking sad or tired.
- Lip augmentation to correct thin lips achieving greater volume and more youthful appearance.\(^{(21,22,23)}\).
- Asymmetries or lack of volume on cheeks and malar or chin area.
- Facial lipo-dystrophy in patients with HIV treatment or Romberg Syndrome \(^{(24)}\).

2.3.2 Body corrections

- Surface defects by subsidence, posttraumatic sequelae or scarring.
- Imperfections or asymmetries from previous surgical procedures.
- Hand defects, reaching its rejuvenation \(^{(25)}\).
- Buttock contour deformities \(^{(26,27,28)}\).
- Any type of asymmetric atrophy or hypotrophy of soft tissue.
- Correction or lengthening of the penile region \(^{(29)}\).
- Post-Mammary Implant deformities, with or without removal of implant placed.
- Breast deformities such as: Tuberous breast, micromastia, Poland Syndrome, breast tissue damage by radiation therapy.
- Post-surgical chest deformities.
- Defects caused by conservative or reconstructive breast treatment using implants and/or flaps (latissimus or rectus abdominis).
- Cosmetic-gynecological procedures.

2.4 Surgical technique

2.4.1 Documentation and marking

The recognition of the problem areas must be made initially (donor and recipient) by the surgeon, in consultation with the patient, documenting them with pictures. Patient selection and the realistic expectations of possible outcomes are important points to arrive at a good percentage of satisfied patients. Photographs, as well as the marking of the patient, are made standing so that the posture does not change the default. In some surface defects, a tangential light on the skin is useful for a better documentation and marking of the defects. It is important to use natural colored long-term markers to avoid erasure during the procedure. The main issue to consider when choosing the donor site is to approach a site with adequate tissue volume, which is specific to each patient, and also taking into account the surgeon's preference. There is no heavy evidence on the choice of the donor site in the efficacy of fat grafting, but some studies suggest that there are areas with a higher number of stem cells than others.

2.4.2 Obtaining inactive plasma

Before starting the procedure, obtain a blood sample from the patient, and then process it, to obtain the TP, or PRP, given that, after the surgical procedure has started, there is going to be a lower platelet count in the patient's blood. Following our protocol we proceed to extract the blood with a 20 ml sterile syringe in cases where the treatment was carried out in the facial region and a 40 ml of blood when the treatment was performed in a body area. (Fig. 8)

Fig. 8. Obtaining the patient’s blood before the surgery is important to maintain a good platelet count.
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The blood is collected in tubes of 8.5 ml each, containing calcium citrate (BD Vacutainer® ACD Solution A) to prevent activation of the coagulation process. Then the anticoagulated blood is passed to other special tubes that contain a separation gel (BD Vacutainer® SST) that allows mechanical separation of red cells and plasma during centrifugation. The separation process is performed at 3000rpm for 10 minutes using our equipment, so this step will be adaptable to the functionality of each centrifuge. (Fig.9.)

2.4.3 Anesthesia of the donor area
The use of epinephrine or lidocaine in the donor site, has been accused to affect the viability of the graft, but there is not much research about it. Following the previous markings anesthetic infiltration of the donor site is performed using tumescent anesthesia with a solution composed of 0.06% lidocaine with epinephrine 1:1000000 and 12.5 meq of sodium bicarbonate for each liter of saline (0.9% Na Solution). The infiltration is performed using Klein cannulas connected to the B&S peristaltic pump.

2.4.4 Anesthesia of the receiving area
Likewise, through microcannulas or selected needles according to the graft area, we proceed with local anesthesia of the receiving area previously marked. Same concentrations of tumescent anesthesia are used without infiltrating large quantities of liquid, so it does not modify the area to be corrected, achieving only anesthetic effect. In the face we prefer the nerve blocks as described by Amar.

2.4.5 Preparing micrografts of adipose tissue
The main points to consider when taking the tissue are the degree of tissue invasiveness (patient safety) and tissue viability (efficiency). With this in mind, mechanical damage is minimized in this step.
In our protocol, the procedure requires the use of specific instruments, which we called MGFC (Micro Graft Fat Cutter) or BGC (Blugerman Graft Cutter). (Fig.10)
In the study by Dr. Maurizio Podda, University of Frankfurt it was found that the

Fig. 9. Blood components separation process.
micrografts obtained with our instrumental had the same characteristics and survival rate than grafts cut with a scalpel, surpassing those obtained with liposuction cannulas. This instrument could be defined as a tubular multiscalpel that works without suction or vacuum, cutting edge micrografts by presenting the holes, which act similarly to those of a grater, aided by external compression of the fingers pushing the adipose tissue into the holes to facilitate the splitting of the tissue.

Fig. 10. Blugerman Graft Cutter (BGC).

Micrografts produced by the actions of MGFC remain suspended in the tumescent solution in the donor area, ready for collection.

2.4.6 Collection of manufactured micrografts
To collect the micrografts we prefer to use a 3 to 4 mm large hole atraumatic blunt cannula. This step is performed by sucking the material with 10 ml syringes at low vacuum pressure, when the volume required is small, or with a B&S peristaltic pump when volume is larger. In our hands, using the B&S peristaltic pump to recover micrografts in the donor site allows us to work in a closed circuit, minimizing the risk of contamination, preventing the entry of large volumes of contaminated air and avoiding the "Cyclone" effect inside the bottle. Reduced air contact also avoids fat dehydration with a consequent decreased rate of apoptosis, thus ensuring a better vitality of micrografts.

2.4.7 Settling or centrifugation of the material\(^{41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48}\)
When we work in the facial region, the material obtained is centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 3 minutes to separate the micrografts from the tumescent fluid and the oil resulting from the rupture of adipocytes.
When using volumes exceeding 100 cc. we prefer to decant the material, without any filtering or transfer.
The special features that our system has, allow the tissue to be sucked in through a hole in the bottom of the collector and immediately there is an automatic washing of grafts in the previously sucked fluid, making the process of separation by gravity faster and more efficient than using a top hole bottle. This avoids the need of any material washing before implanting and minimizes the risk of contamination.
Finally, by reversing the direction of rotation of the peristaltic B&S pump, tumescent fluid is removed leaving only the concentration of micrografts ready to use.

2.4.8 Plasma activation
The platelet concentrate (600,000 to 1,500,000 x mm) obtained from blood centrifugation has a first supernatant that corresponds to the platelet-poor plasma (PPP), and the second
corresponding the Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP), which is the portion closest to the Red Blood Cels (RBCs). (Fig.11)

Fig. 11. Enriching the adipose tissue micrografts with plasma. EAM gelification.

When using facial EAM, in which precision in milliliters is important, we use only the PRP to prevent dilution of micrografts.

When working in the body area, we use TP, as we add the PRP properties to the PPP, which is the residual plasma and contains clotting factors, mainly fibrinogen, thrombin and calcium molecules that stabilize the blood clot and contribute to a rapid and effective healing of the soft tissues.

In our experience the use of total plasma (PPP + PRP) in the process has submitted satisfactory and comparable with the use of PRP only, while this allows simplifying the procedure and reduces material handling with the risk of contamination.

Technically you activate the PRP or PT by adding 10% CaCl (0.05 cm³ of CaCl per 3 ml), thereby activating the coagulation cascade.

2.4.9 Preparation of the recipient’s site

Antisepsis of the recipient area and placement of surgical wraps are performed. If the local anesthesia of the recipient region has not been previously performed, this is the moment to do it, before the infiltration of the micrografts. Depending on the region to be treated micro-incisions are carried out taking into account the location of the defect and the aesthetic result on the skin.

2.4.10 Injection technique of EAM

To optimize the viability of enriched adipose micrografts the mechanical damage of the implanted tissue has to be minimized.

In the face we follow the basic principles of the FAMI technique.

In the body, we prefer subcutaneous implantation of the grafts instead of the muscular implantation, thus lowering the risk of fat embolism.

Prior to the implantation of micro grafts, the technique of pre-tunneling of the subcutaneous tissue (SCT) is done with the spatulated cannula (Fig. 12). By using the spatulated cannula it creates paths or tunnels on several levels where the micrografts will be deposited for better distribution.

This pre-tunneling should be done with the bevel of the spatulated cannula perpendicularly in respect to the surface of the skin in an attempt to preserve the sub-dermal plexus, which is highly needed to ensure rapid revascularization and consistent implementation of micrografts.
The preservation of the vascular elements also reduces the risk of hematoma, which if present leads to necrosis due to the loss of oxygenation and nutrition of micrografts in their early stages.

Fig. 12. Luer-loock cutter.

Fig. 13. Spatulated cannula.

From the mixing of micrografts and PRP or TP a gel is obtained (EAM) that is placed in 1 ml syringes when implemented in the facial region and in 5, 10 or 20 ml when used in the body. The syringes should have a Luer-Lock receptor. Using a special tool, the central portion of the beak is removed to increase the diameter of the hole through which the micrografts must pass. (Fig. 13)

Material injection in the facial area is performed using a set of micro-cannulas designed by Dr. Roger Amar, specific to each area and depth of the tissue following the FAMI technique parameters (fig 18).

When working in the body area we prefer the 1.5 to 3mm Tulip spatulated cannula (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Long and short tulip spatulated cannulas.
2.4.11 Retunelization
After the implementation of the micrografts, the spatula is reintroduced and new re-tunneling maneuvers are done using the same instrument that will continue to work perpendicularly to the skin. This maneuver will redistribute the grafted tissue more evenly and will reduce the compression exerted from the surrounding tissues to the micrografts.

2.4.12 Post-operation bandage
At the end of the procedure a bandage of the micro-incisions with sterile Micropore® tape is done in the recipient’s area, exposing the treated area and leaving it free of compression. In special cases Reston® may be applied to keep the implanted areas free from external pressure. The donor site incisions are left opened to promote drainage of the tumescent solution, sterile dressings are placed and compressive bandaging is applied.

2.5 Risks and complications associated with fat grafts
- There were no reported cases of complications related to anesthesia and the use of fat grafting. These complications are rare considering that most cases are performed under local anesthesia with or without sedation, which minimizes the risk of surgery.
- Some cases were reported of patients with prolonged inflammation, Staphylococcus infection and septic shock, most treated with antibiotic therapy (52, 53).
- Regarding blood loss there were reported cases of seroma or hematoma associated with this procedure, but none were severe or unresolved (52, 53).
- Poor results or expectations that do not cover expected are rare (52, 53, 54, 55). In general the results of this procedure are reported as excellent or good. Most cases reported as unsatisfactory, are due to the volume loss of the grafted tissue due to necrosis or reabsorption.
- Cases of graft hypertrophy or overgrowth have been documented on rare occasions.
- Other complications include the formation of calcified and non calcified masses.
- As for its relationship with breast cancer, although there is no strong evidence of interference, fat grafting is not recommended in patients potentially biased (56, 57, 58).
- Two cases of breast cancer were reported after the completion of fat grafts; however, this procedure did not interfere with the detection and treatment.
- Imaging studies (ultrasound, mammography and MRI) can identify fatty tissue grafts as micro-calciﬁcations or the presence of suspicious lesions, determining the need for a biopsy to clarify the diagnosis if required.
- Based on the limited number of cases reported, we can establish that fat graft does not interfere with breast cancer, but further studies still needed to confirm.
- Other risks that should be taken into account are the level of invasiveness during the procedure, the experience of the surgeon and unforeseen complications during the procedure.
- The potentially severe or fatal cases are rare, considering the invasiveness of the procedure and the frequency with which it is performed.
- Patients should know the risks and potential complications, and sign an appropriate informed consent of the procedure (52, 53, 54, 55).

2.6 Results
We have used this EAM protocol over the past 5 years. (Fig. 15, 16 and 17)
During this period we have performed a total of 945 EAM procedures. 234 corresponded to facial applications and 711 to body applications. The patient satisfaction was high in all procedures. Our complication rate was less than 10%.

It is important to inform patients about the possibility of re-implantation of new micrografts in the treated area, based on the concept of a progressive increase in volume, so that the patient is prepared for this eventuality.

In our case the need for further sessions of EAM depended on the degree of the defect and the results achieved, with a maximum of 3 sessions in the most complex cases which corresponded to 15% of the treated cases.

It is clear that in most cases the second procedure corresponded to minor corrections or minimum volume of tissue irregularities.

Fig. 15. Before and after RFAL in upper and lower back combined with 250cc of subcutaneous EAM in each buttocks.

Fig. 16. Patient with multiple mammary implant replacement due to implant rejection, which later on is treated with EAM for breast augmentation and correction of the sequelae.
2.7 Conclusions
The combination of adipose tissue micrografts with concentrate PRP or PT allows us to accelerate the restoration of facial and body tissues, with a low risk of complications when using autologous material.
We noticed that the resulting gel is easier to enter through the cannula, creating less friction and requiring less pressure for the passage of the micrografts through the syringe to the prefabricated tunnel. Prefabrication of these tunnels reduces the resistance of the tissues to the entrance of the micrografts, facilitating transplantation and uniform distribution.
In our experience the use of EAM has increased fat graft survival in all body areas, further improving the quality of skin in patients with radiation dermatitis or skin atrophy and achieving greater satisfaction for our patients.

3. The FAMI procedure (fat auto-grafting muscle Injection): an anatomically based pan-facial rejuvenation with adipose stem cells

3.1 Introduction
The use of autologous fat for facial augmentation has been advocated for over a century (59, 60). Interest in facial fat grafting intensified twenty years ago with French authors using rough decanted lipo-aspirates to correct facial deformities due to age, trauma or surgery (61, 62).
Subsequent innovators introduced modifications such as centrifugation, to purify the samples and blunt- tipped cannulas to make the injection less traumatic (63, 64, 65, 66, 67).
Fat injections relied more on artistry and technique than on a precise anatomical algorithm and often gave unpredictable outcomes, necessitating repeated engrafting sessions to achieve good results. A recent survey showed that current techniques still do not consider specific anatomic targets, but refer only to general areas related to surface topography (68).
FAMI (Fat Auto-grafting Muscle Injection) has been in development by the author for 14 years (69) and addresses atrophic aging changes using the patients underlying anatomy as the template (70, 71). The central thesis of this technique is that the placement of autologous...
lipo-aspirates and their adult mesenchymal stem cells, into the appropriate microenvironment will have the restorative effects that are sought: sub-periostealy for bone, intramuscularly for muscle reshaping, and into the fat pads to restore contours. Graft survival, predictability, and symmetry are greatly enhanced by targeting the rich vascular bed of the muscles of facial expression. Augmenting regressed boney surfaces with subperiosteal injections as well as the deep and subcutaneous fat pads leads to a more natural restoration of youthful contours and volumes.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Instrumentation
In 1998 10 reusable 18 gauge cannula were designed to approach the facial musculature from their origin to their insertions or conversely, following the skull curvatures to make the injection less traumatic. Their 7 main curvatures duplicate the contours of the skull with 3 different lengths, 2 different blunt tips - round and spatula-like. More recently, to insure sterility, disposable cannulas are used which are lighter and more precise. The tumescent local anesthesia is performed with a 17 gauge disposable infiltration cannula leaving the reusable ones as a backup (Fig. 18). Each blunt-tipped cannula is made for a muscle or group of muscle or bone surface (Table 1).

Fig. 18. The set of reusable cannulas is made of 14 injecting cannulas, plus 1 for injecting the tumescent anesthesia.

3.2.2 Procedure
Many articles have been published on fat injection; therefore we will only describe the points that make FAMI so specific.

Centrifugation: To prevent any leakage and air mixture during the spinning process an aluminum cap seals the 10 cc syringes. After removal the syringe from the centrifuge we can observe, on top, a layer of less density, yellow in color, mainly composed of the oil from destroyed fat cells; this layer can be up to 5cc after applying 13,000 G. In the bottom, the pink layer is mainly constituted of blood, Lidocaine, and saline with debris. The middle layer is composed by an accumulation of tissues: free fat cells, fat cells within a stromal vascular network containing mesenchymal stem cells, and a lower white crescent of pure collagen.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cannula #</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>for the Levators Labii superioris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>for the Orbicularis oculii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>for the Risorius muscle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIA</td>
<td>for the Pillars of the Cheek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>for the Zygomaticus minor cheek part and SOOF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVA</td>
<td>for the Zygomaticus minor lip part and cupid’s bow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>for the Frontalis, Buccinator, Depressor Anguli Oris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>for the Platysma and neck bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>for the Corrugators and Procerus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIA</td>
<td>for the Temporal extension of the Bichat fat pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>for the Depressor Labii inferioris, Mentalis, and LAO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>malleable cannula for testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>dissecting solid tube for scar undermining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>for the Zygomaticus major and Platysma origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1, P2, P3</td>
<td>for Subperiosteal injections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Cannulas list developed for a full face FAMI on the basis of one cannula for one specific muscle.

Different spinning speeds are used according to the facial tissue to be augmented: bone, muscle or fat pad (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spinning speed / 1or 2 minutes in G Force*</th>
<th>Tissue to repair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10,000 to 13,000 G</td>
<td>Subperiosteal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000 to 6,000 G</td>
<td>Muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 G</td>
<td>Fat pads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. This table shows the different G force applied on lipo-aspirates to obtain purified tissues for restoration of bone, muscle and fat pads.

Lipo-aspirates centrifuged at higher G force (13,000) tend to be more liquid and are injectable sub-periostealy. Lower G force (1000) processing is done when larger volume corrections with lobulated fat aggregations are desired, such as in the fat pads.
3.2.3 Anesthesia
Complete trigeminal sensory nerve block is administered using Naropin 0.5% (Ropivacaine 5mg/100ml - Astra-Zeneca) along with cervical sensory branches if neck bands are to be addressed. Lorazepam 0.5mg PO or similar sedative, and Clonidine 0.1 – 0.2mg are useful adjuncts preoperatively.

3.2.4 The graft placement
The processed lipo-aspirates are transferred into 1cc and 3 cc Luer-lock syringes for injection with the appropriate cannula. Acquired technical skill and a detailed knowledge of the anatomy are necessary to successfully place the grafts (Table 3). Correct intramuscular placement is associated with no resistance when the plunger is depressed, injecting with each withdrawal, for the 1-3 passes used for each muscle. The systematization of the injections, from periosteum to skin, plane after plane, is one characteristic of the FAMI procedure.

3.3 Complications
In our 726 cases the FAMI procedure has been remarkably free of complications. No cytosateonecrosis, pseudocyst formation, or infections have been noted in 14 years of practice. Nerve injury, sensory or motor, has never occurred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach site</th>
<th>Subperiosteal</th>
<th>Muscle</th>
<th>Fat pad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.Frontal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frontalis Corrugator Procerus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.Temporal</td>
<td>Temporal crest</td>
<td></td>
<td>Superficial temporal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.Orbital</td>
<td>Orbital rim</td>
<td>Orbicularis oculii</td>
<td>Brow / Charpy’s / ROOF SOOF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zygoma, Zygoma orbital process, Zygomatic arch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.Nasal</td>
<td>Nasal frame, nasal spine</td>
<td>Levator Labii superior, Lev Labii supra nose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Oral commissure</td>
<td>Alveolus superior and inferior</td>
<td>Levator Anguli Oris</td>
<td>Bichat / buccal FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zygomatic major</td>
<td>Zygomaticus major</td>
<td>Buccinator FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orbicularis Oris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buccinator Platysma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.Mandibular</td>
<td>Mandibular body</td>
<td>Platysma (neck bands)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depressor Anguli Oris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depressor Labii inferioris, Digastric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.Mental</td>
<td>Chin</td>
<td>Mentalis</td>
<td>Submental FP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. This table shows the detailed anatomy of the face to successfully place the grafts.
3.4 Conclusion
The FAMI Technique achieves a true facial volume correction with natural and proper vectors to return a youthful appearance to the aging face appearance of the aging face. The time is coming where injecting the face disregarding the micro-anatomy of the underlying tissues will no longer be tolerated. By aiming principally on the 30 muscles of facial expression, the FAMI technique has proved to be gratifyingly effective to rejuvenate and/or restore facial contours without creating deformities. (Fig. 19)

Fig. 19. Patient with 33cc of fat injection in depressor of labii inferioris, platysma, and depressor anguli oris. Previous the injection and 6 months later.

4. Labia majora cosmetic volume enhancement with autologous fat transfer

4.1 Introduction
The surgical aesthetic management of the vulva is poorly understood and as a result it is often neglected by gynecologists and cosmetic surgeons. Factors explaining the reluctance to treat these women include the scarcity of medical literature detailing operative techniques for the cosmetic enhancement of the labia majora and mons pubis and the surgeon's concern of creating sexual dysfunction as a result of the surgery. Women seeking cosmetic improvement of the labia majora and mons pubis can be divided into two distinctive groups. The first group includes those women who request the correction of large and ptotic labia majora and mons pubis related to unsightly fat deposits that may persists even after dramatic weight loss, as is frequently seen after bariatric surgery. The second group are those who seek cosmetic surgical help to improve labia majora volume loss, secondary to both age and weight loss that result in ptotic and deflated labia majora with looseness and wrinkling of the overlying skin. Patients belonging to the second group can be effectively treated using autologous fat transfer for the volume enhancement of the labia majora.

4.2 Anatomical considerations
The vulva is composed of the labia majora and the mons pubis. The labia majora consist of skin and appendages, including hair follicles, sebaceous glands, sweat gland, and two prominent swellings on both sides of the vulva - the result of sub-dermal fat deposits. The two labia come together in the midline creating the anterior commissure, and posteriorly at the perineum the two labia also come together creating the posterior commissure. The majority of the tissue beneath the skin of the labia majora is fat (95 %) through which course numerous superficial vessels and nerves. The next layer is composed by a fibro-
condensation of fat called the Colles's fascia. The thin bulbo-cavernosus muscle is found beneath the Colles's fascia. The bulbocavernosus muscles cover the very vascular vestibular bulbs. These vascular structures have a typical bluish hue - the result of the venous blood held within the sinuses. The Bartholin's glands are partially covered by the posterior ends of the vestibular bulbs. The vascular and neural supply of the vulva originates from both the internal and external pudendal arteries and nerves. The posterior femoral cutaneous, ilioinguinal and genital femoral nerves also supply areas of the vulva. (72)

4.3 Technique
4.3.1 Fat harvesting
Tumescent anesthesia (a combination of lidocaine, epinephrine, and sodium bicarbonate in a bag of saline solution) is infiltrated in the area where the fat will be removed. Typical donor sites are the medial aspect of the knee, the abdomen, and hips. A sufficient amount of fat is harvested from a suitable site under sterile conditions by liposuction under low negative pressure using 3 mm suction cannulas or by syringe. When the syringe technique is used, a small diameter (2 mm) blunt cannula with a lateral distal opening is connected to a 10 cc or 20 cc Luer-Lok syringe for the fat harvesting.

4.3.2 Fat preparation
After sufficient fat is harvested, the fat is placed in 10 cc syringes after the syringe plungers have been removed. The syringes are then centrifugated at 3000 rpm for 3 minutes. At the end of the centrifugation, 3 levels are present: an upper level with oil from broken fat cells, a middle level with the fat tissue, and a lower level with blood and residual tumescent fluid. The upper and lower levels are discarded. Autologous platelet-rich-plasma (PRP) is then prepared. The PRP is a platelet concentrate that contains numerous protein and growth factors that has demonstrated to accelerate and improve the healing process. It has been used extensively to accelerate soft and hard tissue healing. The PRP is prepared using a small volume of blood taken from a peripheral vein. We use a self-contained disposable kit (Selphyl. Cascade Medical Enterprises, LLC. Princeton, New Jersey) to process 18 cc of peripheral blood. Recent studies have shown excellent results when autologous fat is combined with PRP in aesthetic plastic surgery (73, 74, 75). In order to increase the potential for autologous fat graft acceptance and retention we mix the harvested fat with the autologous PRP in a 4:1 ratio. The PRP mixed with the fat tissue is then aseptically injected in the labia majora.

4.3.3 Fat Injection
The labia majora areas to be treated with the autologous fat injections are drawn. The procedure is performed under local tumescent anesthesia. The solution includes lidocaine, epinephrine, and sodium bicarbonate diluted in one liter bag of saline solution. The solution creates complete local anesthesia and optimal hemostasis. Approximately 15-20 ml are carefully injected in the subcutaneous layer of each labia majora. Approximately 20 ml of the autologous fat mixed with the PRP are injected subcutaneously in a fan-like pattern through bilateral 1 mm labia majora incisions with a 15 cm long, 14 gauge, blunt cannula. Deep injections must be avoided as they may disrupt and traumatize the deep vascular structures of the vestibular bulbs. In some patients the injection of the fat may be difficult due to the presence of sheets of connective tissue in the subcutaneous layer (Figures 20 a-d).
Fig. 20. a. Following significant weight loss a 49 year old requested cosmetic correction of the labia majora. Notice the deflated appearance of the labia majora and the associated looseness of the underlying skin. b. Local tumescent anesthesia is infiltrated bilaterally in the labia majora. c. Following the infiltration of tumescent solution, a autologous platelet enriched plasma fat is injected in each labia for volume enhancement. d. Notice the cosmetic improvement of the labia majora as a result of the fat transfer.

4.4 Labia majora convergence improvement using autologous fat transfer

In the young woman the two prominent subdermal fat swellings of the labia majora converge anteriorly creating the anterior labial commissure, and posteriorly creating the posterior labial commissure. With age or weight loss some women find that their labia majora diverge away from the clitoris or away from the perineal body and they find cosmetically unacceptable that their anterior and/or posterior commissures do not come together.

The convergence of the labia majora can be obtained using reduction surgery with a moderate excision of inner labia majora to pull the labia towards the midline to give a more aesthetically appealing contouring of the labia majora above and below the vaginal openings. The use of autologous fat transfer avoids the need to perform reduction surgery and can achieve a significant improvement of the labia convergence. The technique of fat transfer to correct this problem is similar to the procedure to create labia majora enhancement. It requires a careful
pre-injection drawing of the anterior and posterior labia commissures in order to place the fat in the correct areas to recreate the commissures. (Figures 21a-d)

![Fig. 21. a. Patient requested labia majora volume enhancement and that the right and left labial fat swellings meet in the midline, b. The anterior and posterior labial commissural angles are marked, c. Autologous platelet enriched plasma fat is injected bilaterally to achieve adequate volume and convergence. Approximately 25 ml were placed in each labia majora, d. Notice the cosmetically improved appearance of the labia majora following the injection of fat for volume replacement and the more aesthetically appealing contour of the labia in the midline.](image)

### 4.5 Conclusions
Prophylactic antibiotics are routinely used. Patients are advised to refrain from intercourse for 6 weeks. Standard instructions for the care of the small labia incisions are given. We have performed over 100 consecutive cosmetic volume enhancements of the labia majora using the technique described here. The minimal follow-up has been 12 months. We have not encountered hematomas, infections, persistent pain, the development of irregularities or nodulations in the subcutaneous layer of the labia or anatomical distortions requiring correction. The retention of the transplanted fat has been excellent. Only 3
patients, approximately 6 months later have required a second fat injection to replace volume. In approximately one third of the cases undergoing labia majora volume enhancement with autologous fat transfer, additional cosmetic vaginal procedures were performed at the same time (vaginal rejuvenation/tightening, labia minora labiaplasty, and mons pubis liposuction or fat injection). The addition of the labia majora fat grafting did not compromise the performance or the recovery of the other vaginal cosmetic procedures. The satisfaction rate of the patients has been 100% and all of them stated that they will recommend the surgery to others. (76)

In our experience labia majora cosmetic volume enhancement using autologous fat transfer has been an effective and safe cosmetic vaginal procedure with a very high patients' satisfaction rate.

An additional advantage of volume enhancement and correction of labia convergence using fat grafting in some patients is the ability of the procedure to conceal an associated labia minora enlargement or distortion, thus avoiding the need to perform a labia minora labiaplasty. In those situations, following the completion of the fat transfer to the labia majora the excessive labia minora protrusion or distortion will be effectively covered by the volume enhanced labia majora.

6. Final conclusions

The authors have presented different approaches in advanced lipotransfer techniques. The common pattern is to take advantage of adipose tissue as an autologous filler to obtain safe and consistent results.
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Liposuction is the first cosmetic procedure to change beautification surgery from open extensive excision surgery into a more atraumatic closed one. It gave rise to the modern understanding of minimally scarring and minimally invasive surgery and changed the understanding and preferences of both patients and doctors. It also became the most common procedure in cosmetic surgery world-wide, practiced by an increased number of physicians from various specialties. The techniques of fat grafting, closely bound with liposuction, have found widespread application and fat stem cells seem to be changing the future of many areas in medicine.

Turning the pages, the reader will find a lot of information about advances, tips and tricks, as well as important milestones in the development of the different methods available, such as classic, power, ultrasound, laser and radio-frequency assisted liposuction etc. Most useful anesthesia techniques are described and discussed, and guidelines have been established for medical indications. Special attention is paid to good patient selection, complications and risks.
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